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About This Game

Once upon a time, arcade shooter gamers where you have to fend off impending waves of an alien menace, was all the rage, but
while retro may be old, it is never forgotten. So, inspired by an arcade classic, Super Destronaut DX is retro space shooter that

pits you against an enemy more dreaded than a UFO, a scoreboard. With multiple modes and high-scores that can be attained by
yourself and players all over the globe, this is a game that will put you on the path of achieving a score as high as you can

possibly muster.

So, if you are a fan of old-school shooters, be prepared to feel right at home and if you have a friend who is just as passionate as
you are about shooting, why not have them play with you. With support for a local multiplayer mode, maybe the two of you
together have just what it takes to beat the invading aliens once and for all and secure the top spot! You know you want too.

Features:
• 30 different Challenges to complete

• 3 modes in the form of Classic Mode, Time Attack & Hardcore
• 2 player multiplayer

• Various weapon types
• Online leaderboards

• Voice over narration by Barry Dunne
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This time its updates are so funny!These new 2Ds are so cute and I m expecting for the next update!!;D
/spoiler MYLNE IS LOOOOOVE!!!!. Nice minimalistic puzzle game from the creator of the ZUP series.. Here is Yet Another
Roguelike, which sets itself far from the rest of the crowd with a completely different look and gameplay. Well worth the look,
and it's fun and frustrating, the way a roguelike should be.. Mass Effect 2 in a nutshell

From Omega to Mars
From the Council to the seediest bars
From the reaches of space
To the pillars of Asari grace

There are battle-worn Batarians lacking in humility
Turians are braggin' bout their reach and flexibility
The clutter of the cities spreads to the loneliest stars

But no matter what scars you bear
Whatever uniform you wear
You can fight like a Krogan, run like a leopard
But you'll never be better than Commander Shepard!

  source and credits . This one is ok. The only issue I see wrong with it is the compass does not help that much.
You will be wondering around the room to find the hidden opening to advance. The true ending is on Trama mode.. This game
is an absolute blast, literally.

If you enjoy speedy, fast paced games that require super fast reactions like in Super Hexagon or Pivvot, then this game should
definitely be a great pick up for you.. I don't really like puzzle games. Same for platform. Can't say i like dark themed 2d side
scrolling games either. However this game has the right dose of them, without being too boring or overwhelming (but you will
probably google some things still),but enough to keep my attention. It's not brainless grind. For an indie game that was based on
a tabletop game i think this was made quite nicely. Now running my second playthrough.
At some point i climbed into the sky, then fell into a hill (under the terrain), found myself outside of the map... fortunately in
the end i walked into the portal from the -other- side. Would do it again.
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Russian Horror Story is a visual novel based on a true story. It follows the miserable life of a man named Ivan as he deals with
his downstair neighbours (a voluptuous lady and her child) and all the trouble that it brings him.

The game features gorgeous hand drawn scenery, an incredible soundtrack that makes the Witcher soundtrack sound like
Caillou and an open ended story with incredible choice and consequense. The authors clearly know their english so well that in
fact any philosophy in the original(Russian) language translates to english with nothing lost in translation. Bare minimum use of
pop culture reference make the player symphatize with Ivan while still keeping his descent into madness as the main star of the
story. The only weakness of Russian Horror Story is how short it can be at times, as it leaves players craving for more and more.

Russian Horror Story is a hidden gem worth every penny, and brings every tenants fear into the accessible form of a visual
novel. All in all? A must have for everyone that appreciates fine literature and artwork.

Score: 7.2/10. best gsame ever ill buy anY dlc ever more content
3 alzáci/10. Good for those that like wasting time in open world games
Bullet sponge bosses and boring final missions won't make it that fun. The game is raw stuff indeed.

UI looks like UI is absent.

Buggy game mechanics - bugs happen, nevermind.

But the real bad thing is typography in the game. The typography made this game. Some words start with capital letter some
doesn't.. with no reason (even in the MAIN MENU!). All this provide me a strong sense of gross negligence - English language
spelling is weird.. or careless to spellcheck? (in 2k10th?)

(Hm.. maybe.. I got the theory that this game was spelled by men from the Moon, that would explain everything (including rate
of the updates - the Moon is too far ))

If it's a student work I'd grade it with D or F because of the presentation level - careless spelling - what I should think about
other parts of the design? (didn't see the source code thus can't say anything about software architecture)

Very sad for "Belarus" word use in the brand name of the creators of this title, guys should think about reputation and the look
of the product they provide to the customers (and should think about such thing as Quality Assurance)

TO THE STEAM! with such many controversal-quality projects on the platform could you think about QA department to
provide a testing service for the developers to achieve acceptable quality of the products? That would be nice for both parts.

★★★★★★★

BUT! (not kidding) There are some props you SHOULD BUY this game:

 steam cards of course

 easy achievements to finish the game and get PERFECT GAME stat for the acc

 to see how not to do

. Pros:
- Art is quite nice

Cons:
- Annoying MC
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- 2/3 Girls honestly are just boring
- Barely any playtime
- Bland story
- Even the "plot" is mediocre

I got the game out of a humble bundle pack, so I ain't regretting playing this. However, this game is definitely not worth the
price that it usually is being sold for. If you really wanna try it out, then just get it when it's on sale or something like that.
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